Service for Students
Division Zittau/Görlitz
Dear students,

you decided to take up your studies in „the heart of Europe„ at the most Eastern German university locations – Zittau and Görlitz.

In Germany, Studentenwerke provide services for students. The Division Zittau/Görlitz is part of the Studentenwerk Dresden and in charge of ca. 4,000 students of the Hochschule Zittau/Görlitz (University of Applied Sciences Zittau/Görlitz) and Internationales Hochschulinstitut Zittau (IHI - International Institute Zittau), a central academic unit of the TU Dresden since 2013.

Our employees work according to our slogan “Act Together” in Zittau and Görlitz. They make sure that students will find accommodation in student halls and that always fresh meals will be available in our refectories and cafeterias. If you need advice on social, financial or legal problems, please make use of the counselling services of the Studentenwerk in Zittau and Görlitz.

Apart from studying, the towns of Zittau and Görlitz offer many cultural highlights and opportunities to spend your spare time. Located right at the border to Poland and the Czech Republic, the University of Applied Sciences Zittau/Görlitz will enrich your studies with interesting intercultural experiences.

We wish you the best of success and a pleasant time during your studies.

Martin Richter
Executive Director of Studentenwerk Dresden
Living in Student Halls

The benefits of living in student halls compared to accommodation of the private housing market are first and foremost close contacts to fellow students, guaranteed Internet access, completely furnished rooms and short ways to the university campus. Additionally, the all-inclusive rent without the risk of subsequent payment speaks in favour of living in student halls.

Student accommodation in Zittau
Wohnheimverwaltung [Accommodation Administration]
Studentenwerk Dresden
Hochovaldstraße 12 · 02763 Zittau
Contact: Karsten Richter
Phone: 0049 3583 6881-58
Fax: 0049 3583 6881-11
Email: karsten.richter@studentenwerk-dresden.de

Opening hours:
- Tuesdays: 09:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
- Wednesdays: 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
- Thursdays: 09:00 a.m. – 05:00 p.m.

Wohnheim D
Schliebenstraße 27, 152 single rooms

Wohnheim E
Schliebenstraße 28, 47 single rooms

Wohnheim F
Schliebenstraße 29, 96 single rooms
4 guest rooms
Information on rents can be found at our website: www.studentenwerk-dresden.de/goerlitz/wohnen/

Student Accommodation in Görlitz
Studentenwerk Dresden
Wohnheimverwaltung
Gottfried-Kiesow-Platz 2 · 02826 Görlitz
Contact: Heidemarie Michel
Phone: 0049 3581 406388
Fax: 0049 3581 646646
Email: heidemarie.michel@studentenwerk-dresden.de
Opening hours:
Monday–Thursday: 01:00 p.m.–04:45 p.m.

Wohnheim Vogtshof
Gottfried-Kiesow-Platz 2, 231 single rooms

Wohnheim G
Modbacher Weg 1/3, 192 single rooms
Lutherplatz 4
3 single rooms and 7 double rooms
Lindenstraße 18
11 single rooms
Lindenstraße 30
18 single rooms

Wohnheim Vogtshof
Gottfried-Kiesow-Platz 2, 231 single rooms
Students4Students
International students answer your questions about living and studying in Zittau and Görlitz.
Contact: tutor.zittau@studentenwerk-dresden.de
tutor.goerlitz@studentenwerk-dresden.de

Culture and Studentenwerk
The Kulturbüro (culture office) informs interested students about cultural and artistic activities, organizes trips and supports cultural projects of student clubs, cultural groups or other student organisations on request.

Studentenwerk Dresden
Fritz-Löffler-Straße 18 · 01069 Dresden
Contact: Rainer Freckmann
Phone: 0049 351 4697-544
Email: rainer.freckmann@studentenwerk-dresden.de

Students Clubs and Cultural Groups in Zittau and Görlitz
DeZi-Bar Club
Schiebenstraße 27 · 02763 Zittau
Email: dezi-bar@gmx.de
Studierendenclub Maus
Gottfried-Kiesow-Platz 2, 02826 Görlitz
Email: kontakt@maus-gorlitz.de

Akademischer Hochschulchor Zittau/Görlitz (choir)
Prof. Dr. Neithard Bethke as musical director (Chief Conductor of the European Philharmonic Orchestra, the European Concert Chorus, and the German Bach Orchestra)
Further information is provided on:
www.neithardbethke.de
Contact: hochschulchor@gmx.de
University Food Services

Refectory Zittau
The refectory and cafeteria are situated right at the campus and has 368 seats. Furthermore, there are 72 seats outside the building. You can choose from three complete meals, the pasta bar, vegan dishes, a wide range of salads, soups and desserts as well as attractive offers, all served at spacious counters.

Studentenwerk Dresden · Mensa Zittau
Hochwaldstraße 12 · 02763 Zittau
Contact: Ingeborg Kothe
Phone: 0049 3583 6881-32
Fax: 0049 3583 6881-30
Email: ingeborg.kothe@studentenwerk-dresden.de
Opening hours during the semester
Monday – Thursday: 08:30 a.m. – 02:00 p.m.
Friday: 08:30 a.m. – 02:30 p.m.
Lunch
Monday – Friday: 11:00 a.m. – 02:00 p.m.

Refectory and cafeteria Görlitz
The refectory has mensaVital on offer from Tuesday to Thursday – a special offer of nutritionally balanced food providing a regulated proportion of fish, meat, vegetarian and vegan dishes. The new building houses also the university library.

Studentenwerk Dresden · Mensa Görlitz
Furtstraße 1a · 02826 Görlitz
Contact: Stefan Andersch
Phone: 0049 3581 4828 350
Fax: 0049 3581 4828 395
Email: stefan.andersch@studentenwerk-dresden.de
Opening hours during the semester
Monday – Thursday: 08:30 a.m. – 04:00 p.m.
Friday: 07:30 a.m. – 02:00 p.m.
Lunch
Monday – Friday: 11:00 a.m. – 02:00 p.m.

Further information:
www.studentenwerk-dresden.de/goerzitt/mensen.html
Counseling and social affairs at Studentenwerk

Students are often faced with problems – competent counseling provides the first step to find suitable solution. Please contact either the head of Zittau/Görlitz department directly or turn to the counseling services of the Studentenwerk:

Social Counseling
Studentenwerk Dresden
Fritz-Löffler-Straße 18 · 01069 Dresden
Phone: 0049 351 4697-661/662
Email: sozialberatung@studentenwerk-dresden.de

Psychosocial Counseling Center
Studying is a phase of personal development which can be stressful. The chosen field of study, exam nerves, time management among other aspects are sometimes problematic. Students can turn with their issues to the counselors of the Psychosocial Counseling Center of the Studentenwerk Dresden:

Studentenwerk Dresden
Fritz-Löffler-Straße 18 · 01069 Dresden
Rooms 123–129 (first floor, on the right)
Phone: 0049 351 4697-693
Email: psb@studentenwerk-dresden.de
For Students in Zittau
The counselor is once a month in Zittau, Hochwaldstraße 12. You are welcome to talk about your issue or to make an appointment: every 2nd Wednesday of every month 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m., room 0.2.13
Contact: Dr. Vera Bamler
Phone: 0049 351 4697-666/693
Email: vera.bamler@studentenwerk-dresden.de

For Students in Görlitz
Contact: The counselor is once a month in Görlitz, Haus GII, Brückenstraße 1. You are welcome to talk about your issue or to make an appointment: every 2nd Wednesday of every month 11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m., room 256
Contact: Anke Zeißig
Phone: 0049 351 4697-697/693
Email: anke.zeissig@studentenwerk-dresden.de

Legal Advice for Students
The Studentenwerk offers legal advice for students free of charge.

Studentenwerk Dresden

Legal Advisor [Justiziar]
Fritz-Löffler-Straße 18 · 01069 Dresden
Contact: Gerd Sureck
Phone: 0049 351 4697-809
Email: studentische-rechtsberatung@studentenwerk-dresden.de

Consultations in Zittau
Every last Wednesday of every month during the semester 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. and 02:00 p.m. – 03:00 p.m. at Hochwaldstraße 12, Beratungsraum

Consultations in Görlitz
If required [please give notice in advance via email] every last Wednesday of every month during the semester 02:00 p.m. – 03:00 p.m. at Wohnheimverwaltung, Vogtshof, Gottfried-Kiesow-Platz 2

In the case of consultations in Görlitz, the afternoon consultation in Zittau will not take place. Please check the notice board.